Our FORD students got to explore the curriculum at Texas State’s St. David’s Nursing School. Students not only witnessed high tech, robotic dummy simulations of real illnesses and symptoms, but also the diagnosis process of patients.

We congratulate our young, Latina LEADS girls for completing their STEM-based curriculum program. These students actively participated in activities such as coding, robotics, flying drones, and exploring STEM careers.

On this day, our Latina LEADS girls explored the various types of engineering such as civil, mechanical, environmental, and electrical engineering.

UT COCKRELL SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
SENIOR LAPTOP RAFFLE

AT

NAVARRO HIGH SCHOOL

LNESC Austin conducted a raffle for eligible seniors who completed their FAFSA application form, at least three college applications, and their SAT/ACT. Our wonderful winners were Jose Capilla (on the far left) and Stephanie Lara (on the far right).

TSI Tutoring

Our students (like Dominick Gonzalez and Jared Hernandez) have the opportunity to receive tutoring and preparation for the TSI in the area of mathematics. Our amazing instructors (like Davionne Needom who works with the Paredes M.S. students) work towards providing proper instruction to improve and spark problem solving and critical thinking skills. This is important for students since it ensures an early college path and possibly earning an associates degree after high school.

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

GROW WITH GOOGLE-LULAC

We are looking for students and adults to participate and learn about computer skills needed in the workforce. This incredible opportunity will also be available in Spanish. These skills play a significant role in finding a job and successfully navigating through the workforce. If interested in attending this FREE sessions with Google, please contact our offices at 512-841-1003.

For real-time updates of LNESC-Austin’s activities, visit our website at www.lnescatx.org

FACEBOOK: LNESC AUSTIN
TWITTER: @AUSTINLNESC